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3mportant derivatives c% and
Thecorrected values for these
~ ae obtained
derivatives should
~ E’t (BC)- l&’H(BC)c% = 16 M2-1
The same correction should be made for these
In the column “Wincipal body axes.n In the
of table I the corrected expressions sre
--
read
(4a)
(5fJ
derivatives in table I
column ‘Stabillty axes’!
A E“(BC) - M%(EJC)CL& = ‘~
@-l
The error in the derivation consists in the assmqrbion, carried
over from reference 1, that the surface potential, equation (3), is
not altered by a small normal acceleration. This assumption is true
for the narrow triangles treated in reference 1 but fails for the
general triangles treate~ in the present paper. The assumption is
equivalent to the neglect of the the dependency”terms g #ti
a
-$@tt (where t represents tdme and = is the speed of sound)
in the linearized partial differential equation for unsteady mcitions:
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which leaves only the steady+tate (Prandtl-G2.auert)
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The correct potential to replace equation (3) must ;at~8fY bOth-
1 equation (a) and the boundary condition on “the~
I
In an unpublished paper,
that a suitable solution
f!
&
(c)
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Mr. Clifford S. Gardner has, in effect, shown
is
(d]
.,
. .
where W is the steady~tate potential corresponding to a unit
pftching velocity about the y-axis and X is the steady-tate
potential corresponding to unit angle of attack. Both ~ and X
satisfy eqv~tione of the form (b). That equation (d) is a solution
can be ver~fied by direct substitution Into equatioqs (a) and (c).
Thus, Gsr&,er has shown that the t~me~ependent-po tential for an angle
of attack c%t may be compounded of two time-free, or stea”dy-state,
potentials, one for a constant-angle of attack and the other for
steady pitching.
The lift distrib~tion @ t@. t = O for the angle ofiattack at
is obtained from the potent~l by
Al?= 2P@?x + %)
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where
Wq=l lift distribution for unit
(@&~ Uft distribution for unit
value of AP per unit ~
incorrect eqyatione (4)
3
pitching velooity
_ of attack
used ti deriving the
and (5)
Sntegratton of equation (c) over the plan form to obtain the lift and
moment and reduction to coefficient.form yields
(f)
%=$c%+&/[pl=~@)tilfi.w-&(h&,*k)
fOrm
.
where the * designates the incorrect values 331equations (4) and (5)
respectively, and the y-axis is tabn through the center of gravity.
Values of CLq, C%, and C
~> w be obtained from table I
(%)
andc
()
%*, from equationa (4) and (5). The* and C
()
quantity =
;OV2
is obtained by setting a = 1 and a .
( )C;c+x
yd” z-l
in equation (l). Substitution
corrected values for c% SDd
forth at the beginning of this
and integration then yields tlie
~ (equations (k) and (5a)) as set
—— -—
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Page 14: The section entitled “DERIVATIVES Cy$’ ~p’ Wrs - ~“
and the part of table I In which these derivatives are presented have
%een found to be in error. The null result deduced for these
derivatives (in the neglect of friction drag) is incorrect as a result
of the omission of a compressibility factor in the treatment of the
lead~dge suction force. Thus,’on page 14 (last sentence of
first paragraph), the remsrk that the initially symmetric distribution
of lead~dge suction persists In sidesllp (for small values of
sideslip) is a misstatement. The initially.symmetric distribution of
leadi~dge velocity persists in sideslip, but compressibility upsets
the symmetry of the lead.in~dge suction. According to equation (17)
the suction per unit length of ed~
For infinitesi?nalsideslip the constant K, related to the edge
velocity, is unchanged, b;t M’, the compo~ent Mach nurher perpendicular
to the edge, is altered: M’. Increases on the right edge and decreases -
on the left edge. The errofiunder discussion consists in the neglect
of the ch.engein M’.
Because of the chmge of Mt with sidesli~ angle 13 the edgs”
suction may be written
(21)
-.
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By differentiation of equation (17), with K Comt=t and
hff = M sin(e A f3),there results
.-
upper part of the double sign refers to the rightiedge and
pert to the left edge.
Iuantity fp=o is obtained %y setting p = O “in the last
where the
the lower
The
equation 3f page 1.2: -.
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fp_J) = 7@xct=’v2Jili
2 @’(BcjJ2
(23)
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Substitution of equation (23) equation (22) and
>.
in the last term of
C?,yieldssimplification,with tan e =
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Equation (24) gives the suction per unit length of edge for a
triangubr wing with an angle of sldesllp P.
For the case of a small angularvelocity of’yawing r the edge
suotion mey be apprtiimated by . ---
—.
.
.
, J.=-.
=
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where fr=~ ‘-isthe s~” as “fi~~~~ is”givenby equation (23). IT {he .—
center of rotation is
6“ ‘3 $,
the component Mach number normellto the
edges is ‘=-.:-. . Y --- “’”’=-- ““”““
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mm ERRATA 3
This value of M?
before carrying out the
f
= ‘p=o
is to be incorporated in equation (17) for f
afindicated differentiation -. The fhml result is
dr
($.-x seo2c)..V#xC2M2Tr .(25)
2@~(BC)]21’
The suction equations (24) end (25) have been used in procedures
stiilar to those presented on page 13 to yield corrected values of
the stability derivatives ~ , C and a correction term to bep np’ %r’
added to the right-hand side of equation (20). The results me
incorporated lrza correction to table I in the column labeled
“Frincipal body s=fes”. Since one or another of these four deriwtives
figures in their transformation to sta%flity axes, several,of the
equations In the column of table I labeled “Stabiliky sxes” have also
required correction.
The yawing derivatives C-yr and C% as corrected herein ex’e
r@i12 subject to the uncertainty inherent in the limitations of the
linearized theory for yawing motion pinted out on pages 9 and 10.
%ge 18: Formulas for Cn , C
P ~s c%’ %P~ %Ps ~ %r sho~dbe
chsnged to read as shown in attached correction to table I.
.- .. .. . . . . .,_ _
Correctedversion of part of table I followingthe derivative CZr.
where Q(X) s w
v
is anew function.
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.= STABILZTY DERIVATIVES OF TRIMGUIAR 1- AT
SUPERSONICSPEEDs
By Herbert S . Ribner and Frank S . Malvestuto, Jr.
SUMMARY
The analysis of the stability derivatives of low-suect-ratio
r3angular wi~s at subsonic and ~u~rsonic speds, give~ in NACA TN
“o.1423, is extended to apply to triangular wings having large vertex
@es and travellng at supersonic speeds. The lifi, rolling mcwnt
M to sideslip, and damping in roll end pitch for this more general
case have been treated elsewhere on the basis of the theory of small
d~sturbances. The stiace potentials for angle of attack and rollfng
taken therefrom are used.to obtain the lift due to duwnward acceleration,
the several side-force and yawing+noment derivativec!that depnd OL
leading+dge suctio~ and a tentative value for the rolling moment due
to yawing. All the Mown stability der~vatives of the triangular wing “ –
at supersonic speeds, regardless of source, are summri zed for convenience
and p~oented with ~s~ct to both body
resuits are llmfted to Mach numbers for
contained within the Mach cone from its
of Mach nuniberin the case of yawtng is
muf3tbe of importance.
IN TRODUC
ax6s end stability axes. The
which the triangular wing is
vertex. The spsnwise variation
neglected, although the effect
TION
An earlier investigation (reference 1) has provided theoretical
stability derivatives of low+specteatio wings of triangular pl= form
at subsonic and supersonic speeds. The restriction to low aspect ratio
was a ccmsequence of the Muiltations of the theory. Several investIgators ‘-
have si we obtained pressure distributions for angle of attack, rolling,
itchin,, and sideslip at supersonic speeds (references 2 to 6 and
~publif‘~edanaly~s ), without restriction to low aspect ratio. These
]rivati s have employed variants of the linear theory of supersonic
Gw end ave, in fact, constituted important steps in the development
the i Ory.
If the rotations are t.zkn about the vertex, the pressure distribu-
on for each motIon in the more germral case is found to have the same
,kape .ssthe corresponding low+mpect-mtio approbation, so long as
the triangular wirJgis contained within the Mach com from the vertex.
.. .=
—
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The magnitudes differ by factors which are functions solely of’the ratio
of the tengent of the semivertex angle of the triangle to the tangent of
the Mac:hangle. The SELIIBsimilarity-existsbetween the distributions of
surface potential. It is thus relatively simple to extend most of the
derivations of reference 1 to remove the restriction to low aspect ratio
for supersonic speeds. Such an extension Is made in the present paper.
The lift-curve slope, the damping in roll and pitch, end (in effect)
the rolling moment due to sfdesltp have been evaluated in references 2
to 6, EIOthat the princfpel contributions of the present paper exe the .
sevehal side-force and yawin&aome nt derivatives and a teratatlvevalu
of the rolling moment due to yawing. All the lmown stability derivatives -
of the triangd.ax wing at supersonic speeds, regardless of source, axe
collected herein for convenience and presented with respect to both body
axes SXLdStability axes. Wings with dihedral are not treated (slthough
they were included in reference 1) and ths results axe limited to Mach
numbers for which the wing is contained within the Mach cone from its
vertex.
SYMBOLS
rectangular coordinates (fig. 1)
incremental flight velocities along x-, y-, and z-axes,
respectively, figure 2; fnduced flow velocities along
x-, y-, and z-axes of figure 1, respectively
-- vel~ities about x-, y-, end
figure 2
z-axes, res~ctlvely,
flight speed
stream Mach number (V/Speed of sound) ()component Mach mmiber nomal to wing leading edge —&
cotangent of Mach angle (~=1)
angle of attack (Flight w/v)
angle of sideslip (Flight v/V)
semivertex angle of triangle
Mach angle (Ot-1 ~G]
. .
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m
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P
a
b
c
E
c
A
s’
9
~
-1
= Cos
local pressure difference between lower and upper surfaces of
airfoil, positive in sense of a lift
density of air
serniwidthof triangle at distance x from vertex
Spsn
root
man
edge
(base of trisagle)
chord (height of tr$angle)
U b/2aerodynamic chord r=~ (Local chord)2 dy =-co : )
(
da
slope g = ~
()gl&aspect ratio c
azwa of triangle
()
&c
2
veloctty potential.
z
a
.
I?s(BC) ccznpleteelliptic intewel of the second kind with
mOdUIUS k; Q: J==.)
Ft(BC) complete elliptic integral of the first kind with
IllOdUhlS k;
($
):&
E“(BC) =>
G(BC) =
H(BC) =
E~(BC)
1- B%2
(1-@%2)Ec(BC) +B%2Ft(BC)
3G(BC) - z@’(BC)
4I(BC)
J(BC)
K
N
Y
f
c
L
cm
C2
Cn
‘Y
CDO
‘N
0
xCg
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2(1 - B%2)
=-
(2 - B%2)Et(BC) - B%%?? ’(BC)
= E“’(BC)I(BC)~’
constmt defined in equation (16) .
yawingmoment
lateral foroe
~l,loti~force ~r tit Ie@h()Lift -lift coefficient —; ,V%
/
of edge
yuw-=nt
lateral-force
()Ncoefficient —; pv%b
()
Y
coefficient —
$ p%
profile~g coefficient
induced surface velocity normal to wing leading edge
@~ndic- distanoe of point (x,y) from wing leading edge
distance of center of gravity fozward of $
Subscriptfg:
R right edge
L left edge
. .
.
.- ..—
g
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Whenever a, b, q, p, J3,. and r ere.used as subscripts, a
nondimmsional derivative is indicated and this derivative is the slate
through zero. For example,
lad
‘1&m
l-d
la%r= ;— r+o
.
A dot above a symbol denotes differentiation with respect to t-.
AU angles are measured in radians.
ANALYSIS
SCOPE
The stability derivatives of triangular wings at supersonic speed
that have been treated theoretically herein or elsewhere sre listed in
. table I, to@her with the expressions that have been found for them.
All the derivations me.k use of body axes. The derivations that follow
give the values with reference to the pr ncip
with origin at the aerodynamic center ($0, O~!’Odlo=;;~~~V&~n
made to the system of stability axes sh&n in figure 3 with origin a
distance ~g ahead of the $c point. Table I comprises parallel columm
-.
which present formulas relative to both systems.
limited to Mach numbers for which the triangle is
Mach
in a
.
l
—
cone from its vertex.
‘mmmms c%’ C%’ -
The expressions are
contained within the
c%
The pressure distribution on a thin delta wing at
SUP rsonic stream has been obtained in re~erences
an engle of attack
2 to 4 by the
6 NACA ~ NO. 15~
.
linearized.theory without restriction on the vertex angle of the triangle.
The approximation orf@ally given f’orthe slender (Iow-aspectiratio)
.
trf~@e (~ferenoe 7) ~ wed as the basis for ~ference 1 f~ fo~ t~
apply to the general case upon division by a constsnt (an elliptIc int.egml)
that depends on the ratio of the eemivertex @e to the Mach angle. That .
is,
where Et(BC) is the complete
modulus
4aCa (1)
= Et(BC) {~+
elliptic integral of the second kind with
k=
,
Thus the lift-curve slope for
references 7 and 1 divided.by
the more general
E~(BC):
d
(jL. —
a 2E*(BC)
= ; AE”(BC)
case is the value given by
—
- .=
The surface potential given in equation (3) of reference 1 is lilmwi.se “-”
extended t-oinclude nonslender.trianglesat-supersonic speeds upon division
by E*(BC’). The revised potential is
(0)>=0 = -+ Vua sin 1
ES(BC)
—
.
.Q4iG2 (3)
Et(BC)
. --
The ellfptic integral E~(BC) depends only on the par~ter BC = *6
tan p
(ratio of the tangent oE’the semivertex angle of the delta w~ to the , -~
..
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tangent of the Mach angle) and is therefoxw a omstant for
at a given speed. The derivations in refe~nce 1 for C..
which are based
E“(Bc) = -
w (BC)
where
l
a-a
7
a given wing
- c%’
on the potential ~, thue msrely aoquire a factor
:
c * E“(BC)m,
‘-z
(5)
a
DERIWCIVES
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cL, undc2
~ P
~ dS~vatiVes C , CLqs _ CZ
%
are derived in referenoe 5.
P
With resyect to the aXeS of fi@re 2
3A G(BC)cm =-—
16
(6)
9,
= * H(BC)CL (7)
~
%p = -$ I(BC) (8)
(9)
(lo)
(n)
G(BO ) = 1- B%F
(1 - ‘2B%2)E8(BC) + 13%%t(BO)
H(BC) = 3G(BC) - m“ (Bc)
l(BC) = 2(1 - B%2)
(2 - B%2)E~(BC) - B2C2F8(BC)
(4)
. . ..——
- :“:
. . -
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and Fc(BC) and Et(BC) are the complete elliptic inte al
and second kinds, respectively, with modulus k = W:’b’ire’ -
The pressure distribution over a thin delta wing in yaw (sideklip) at
an angle oE’attack at supersonic speed has been obtained in referen e 6
and unpublished work. If the angle of yaw is assumed to be small
r)p<<~,the rollinl~nmrit coefficient can be expressed in the approximate form
Thus, the derivative with respect to ~ Is
..—
(12)
..-
An alternative derivation based on the surface potential, equation (3),
for the unyawed wtng will be given because the mthod provides the starting
point for a derivation of Czr>
c%’ - c~r”
The potential for the disturbance velocity may be expressed relative
to exes alined with the stream (wind axes) or with respec ta axes that
yaw with the body (body -s). For small angles of yaw [$ <<*)$ ‘he
linearized equation for the potential has the ~ form relative to either
system of axes. The potential is determined by the normal vekcit y of
points of the surface and by the orientation of the surface; for
negligible thiclmess, this normal velocity is Just a?? for all angles
of yaw. The potential expressed relative to wind axBs thus varies as
the wing yaws relative to these axes. The potential expressed rela.tive
to body axes is constant for mnal.1yaw because the orientation of the wing
relative to the axes does not change.
For wind axes, Bernoulli,tslaw”has the form
—..—
*
—
A??= 2pvh
and the chsnge in the pressure distribution with yaw results from the c-
in the potential function with yaw. For body -s with small yaw,
Bernoullice law has the approxhwte form
.
.
.-—
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.
AP (?=2pv ax-
end the change in pressure distribution
term -P ~ since @ does not,change.
with yaw results from the
9
(13)
In reference 1 in the section entitled “DERZVATIV32 C~ ,” the
$
derivation employs body ~s and equation (13) of the present paper.
The surface potential used (equation (3) of reference 1) 1s the
approximateion for narrow vertex angle. Equation (3) herein for a
general vertex angle may be used instead. Equation (3) herein differs
only in the factor l/E8(BO), whence the earlier expression for Cl
P
(equation (19), reference 1,with I’= 0°) acquizws this factor to agree
with equation (12).
DERIV..IVZ Cl
r
The foregoing discussion of the triangular wing in yaw ( sideslip)
may be extend6d to prwide a preliminary t~atmnt $ tk case of a -
small angular velocity of yaw r. The corresponding exbension for
nmrow vertex angle is made Tn reference 1. The treatnwnt is general-
ized to an arbitrary tiertexangle for supersonic speeds,as before, by
using equation (3) herein for the surface potential. Two changes then
appear in the pressure equation, equation (20), of reference 1. The
right-bend side is~divided by Et(BC), and the term aC = XC2 must be
retained, since C- is no longer small compexed with unity (C = tangent
of semivertex angle). With these changes, the derivation leads to
cl ()1A=rmf-+— E“(BC)9A 16 .r (14)
In the derivation of equation (14), the spanwise vsriatioq in local
Mach nuuibercaused by yaw- is not taken into account although the
variation in forward speed is taken into account. The surface potential
that is used, equation (3), satisfies the linearized equation for a flow
of uniform Mach number. This potential is inadequate to describe the
compressibility effects associated with a span%tiseveriation of Mach
number.
Thus, consider a high~s~ct-rat io rectangular wing with tips cut
Off dO~ the Mach liIlOS. In straight flight ths Ackeret theory can be
applied. The pressure difference is given by
--
10 NACA TN RO . 1572
.
—
AI’=a
2f-M2(speed of sound)2
m
(15) -
-.
In yawing flight the fomard velocity varies Mmw.rly along the span. If
the rate of yaw is made sufficiently low, the variation from wing tip to
wing tip can be made so small that the flow is still nearly tw~inm,nsional
at any point. Thus the Aclmret theory is stfl ap@icable if the looel
Mach nuuiberis used at each spanwise station.
The variation in pressure with local Mach nunber can be obtained from
equation (17). As the Mach nuniberis inmmased, the pressure decreases
from infinityat M=l toa minimumat M= 1.4 end then increases again.
Thus beluw Mach number 1.4 the faster moving sections of the yawing wing
have the lesser lift. This result is contrery to subsonic behavior end to
that which would be predicted if the spanwise variation of Mach number were
neglected. Thus the spanwise variatIon of the compresslbility effect causes
a reversal of the sign of the rolling momnt dw to yawing for rectangular
w-s at Mach nmbers between 1 and 1.4, and at M = 1.4 the mcmmnt 1s
zero. (This result refers to yawing ,lna system of stability axes, fig. 3.
For body axes, fig. 2, the effect is similar but the reversal extends
to M= ‘.)
A ~wing triangular wing may be expected likewise to show an effect
@ the spauwi% variaticm in Mach number. If the triangle is conta~nd
within the Mach cone frcm its vertex (the only case considered in this
paper), however, the effect should be very much less than for the rec-
tangular W=. In particular, where the predicted effect for tha rec-
tangular w= is a reversal of the sign of the rolljng mcmmt, the effect
for the trhngular wing is e~cted to be mrely a change in the magnitude.
A reversal in sfgn is not expected until the edges of the triangle protrude .
from the Mach ccme. This behavior is i@erred from the fact that the
analyses or references 2 to 7 show many subsonic ckracterlst ics for
triengles within the Mach cone end a marhd change in characteristics for
trisngles with side edges outside the Mach cone.
Ex%ensive changes
and c
%?
In reference
thmefore, the revised
.- —
DERIWATIYES Cy and C
P %?
m.% necessary to generalize the treatment of Cy
P
1 to arbitrary vertex angles for supersonic speeds;
dertvation is given in detail.
The derivatives Cy and C
‘%
relative to body axe~ for a very
P
thin delta wtng without dihedral arise entirely from suction on the wing
.
.
.
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.
side edges. Conaid.era condition for which the induced velocity norml
to the em is of the form
(16)
in the imediate neighborhood of the edge, where s is the perpendicul=
distsnce from the edge and K is a constant. Reference 3 points out
that for such a flow there is a suction force per unit length of edge,
(17)
so long as the delta wing dces not protrude from the Mach cone from its
vertex. In equation (17), Ms is the Mach number of the c
the stream flow normsl to the leading edge. The radicsl m ‘:S
the PrsndtlA21a~rt compressibility factor for the normal component of
flow. Equation (17) is l~ted to real values of the
condition eqre ssed for the Mach cone.
For the delta wing in rolling motion the induced
has been obtained in reference 5 as
Angle of attack gives the addi.tionslcontribution
aVC2
radical by the
velocity compommt u
(refexwnce 2)
‘2= ‘~qy
is thus the am of u.vel%ity on the
plus si$?Jl
.
upper surface
r
J.
1I(BC)
Very near the side edge this veloclty ie approximately
12
.-
l$ACATN No. 1572 . l
--
where the
edge.
Ifa
plus sign refers to the right e-
is made for v
A
end the minus sign to the left
similar calculation =
%
, it is found that as
the sfde edge is approached the zwsultant induced velootty
the edge. W-Thus the nornud.velooity near the edge isbecomes nm%al. to
The perpetiiCul~ distanoe of point (x,y) fmm the side ed~ is
.. —
The resultant induoed velooity very near the
expressed approximately as
F 7
edge may therefore be
which Is of the form of equation (16). The suction foroe per
of’edge is from equation (17) thus
unit length
r “
where the ,plussign refers to the ritit em
t lef The faotor J(1 + C2)(1 - M’~d
-B , Where B2=M2 -1.
The lateral.component of this suotion force
the minus sign
can be reduoed
is given by
refers to
to
.
.
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.
.
Y=JctR-f.’’(:,J1%
~ pC2c3aVp
-B 2
=-
ES(BC)
The latersl-force coefficient is formed by division by
the derivative with respect to pb/2V is the stability
It is
~Yp =
The yawing mmm3nt of the
the triangle is
nc /
%a I(BC)~’
T E6(BC)
leadln&edge suction
= - ; pc*c%.p(l +
The mcment about the reference point
13
$ pV%, and
derivative CY .
P
(18)
about the vertex of
r) 2+C
I(BC){li-
C2)
E8(BC)
($’’OsO)‘
~6 @2c4aVp(l + gC2)=-— ~
Et(BC)
.
the deri.vative
It is
.
The ~Wi ~nt coefficient Is formed by divlsion by ~ gf?%b, and
with respct to pb/2V is the ste.bility derivative
c%
l AxEhlGzEo1C%’-* Z+Z E*(BC)
.-
(19)
-.. .—
— .“~cfl~lioe 1572 ; “-
-.
\
:\>
‘-
.
..—-
\
/’
“DERIVATIVES Cyp, CnP, Cy , W C
\
%
-.
r
,
.
/AcCO#~ to the discussio on C \small angle of yaw or ‘~~
;, (~ ) ?
Lp?
aidesli f! <<~ dces not@ter the mrfa potentfal exprwssed ~~
relet> e to body axes. Afl~’consequence the inh~ced velocity di~trlbu- :
tiO~ZiS unchanged. Thus @ initlally symetric fistribution of leadi~!
$ed@ suction persists i~--’si&sllp, and the derfva -~ves Cy and Cn
ajrezero.
,/ \, P $
,/
)_
/
.
$
)The surface po ntial reletive to body axes is 1
%
“dwise ~>% c1in
the first apprc tion by a small angular velocity of w. /.%ccordin&y,
~ insofax as the p ssure forces are concerned, tha deriva~ves C and C
,.
, ---\” % %-
are zero. Sub &ic experience, however, suggestg m“ appre
7
&“able
&
—
Cnr-derT’ati’
(demping in yaw) from profile .@ag. Thio ~ng dertvetlve
\
has been ev
.
Y
‘uat.edin refe?xmce 1 as \%
...--” \I f ,. —i’
,,’ ‘i
‘ (20)
\
RESULT SAN DDISC US SION .
._=
The fomnulas that have been obtained for ths mrl ous stability
derivatives are collected in table I. Derivatives obtained elsewhere .
are included for completeness, and the source is Indicated in each
instance. Expressions are given for two systems of coordinate =s.
In the first column me shown the derivatives relatlve to the principal
body axes of figure 2 with origin a distance &3
from the vertex of the
triangle. In the second column are shown the results rela~lve to
stability axes with origin a distance x ahead of theCg ~ poht.
The relationship between the two systems of axes Is shown in figure 3.
Equatims far transfcnmningfrom body sxes to stability axes are given
in referenae 8; the shift in origin results in additional term.
-.
In the transformation of the present results from principal body
axas to stability axes terms of order
l
A2/16 ‘and the more Important
terms of order a2 are retained (see fmtnote, talle I), whereas In
reference 1 such terms are dropped as a consequence of the narrow vertex-
an@e arproxhation. .-
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These results for em arbitrary vertex emglp may be compared with the
asymptotic values for the case of vertex angle approaching zero given in
reference 1. The present results for principal axes are found to differ
from the asymptotic values (except for small terms in A2 and a2) only
dn the acquisition of certain factors which
the as~ptotic values for %=’ %&’ cmq’
by E“(BC); ~ is multiplied by G(BC);
q
C2P is multipliedby I(BC); and ~ ~dP
by I(13C)-~ ~(,c). The parameter
E’(BC)
are functions of BC. Thus
CZP, and Cl are multiplied
~ is multip~ied by H(BC);
q
CYP are multiplied
BC = ~ is the ratio of
tangent of the semivertex angle of the triangle to the tangent of the
Mach angle. BC approaches zero, therefore, as the vert8x_egle approaches
zero. The several functions E“(BC), . . ., J(BC) @ approach unity
as BC approaches zero, and thue the derivatives obtained herein approach
the asymptotic values of reference 1 as the vertex angle gces to zero.
The variation of these stability derivatives with Mach number is
contained entirely in the factors E“(BC~, . . ., J(BC). The five
factors are plotted against BC = ~, the ratio of the tangent of
the semivertex angle to the temgent of the Mach angle, in figure 4.
.
The derivatives-apply to a wing of triangular plan form and zero
thickness. The calculations sre based on the assumption of potential
flow with small disturbances, sxcept in the case of the derivative Cnr,
.
in which skin friction is considered. The predicted infinite negative
pressure acting on an edge of zero thickness to yield a finite suction
force is, of course, a mathematical idealization. (The local violation
of the assumption of small disturbances is not serious.) Subsonic
experience indicates that with a suitably rounded edge a considerable”
leading-edge suction force may be realized in practice, with the
theoretical value an upper limit. On the other hand, a sharp leading edge
is known to cause loss of the leadin~dge suction. The requirements of
extreme thinness and a rounded leading edge (that is, appreciable radius
of cwvature) are evidently in conflicc. Thus the degree of applicability
of the yawing+mment and lateral-force derivatives to actual triangular
wings is uncertain. A further limitation on valldity, already elaborated
on in the section on Clr, exists also for the derivatives with respect
.
to yawing velocity. The emalysis neglects the spanwise variation in
Mach number caused by the yawing (but not the spemwise variat:gn in
velocity). The result is an error in the magnitude of the yawing
—NACA TN No. 1572
.
.. J-
—.
derivatives that is expected to vexy frcm zero for BC+O to an importsnt “
anmunt for BC~1 .
The potential ~ satisfies the limmrized equation of motion for
the steady state but not the more general linearized equatIon for unsteady
motion. This circumstance implles that the present express~ons for the
stability derivatives am suitable only for steady motions, motions with
small accelerations,or sinuous motions of lW frequency. This limitation
is aocepted In all stability work and may bee- serious only in cases of
hi~freq~ncy oscillations such as fltiter.
Langley Mmorkl Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Conmdttee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Va. , IVoveniber6, 1947
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Figure l.- Axes and notation used in analysis.
U,x
p,L
r,
W,z
--
Figure 2.- Velocities, forces, and moments relative to
principal axes with origin at $.
Figure 3.- Velocities, forces, and2moments relative to
stability axes with origin at -c - Xcg. Principal
3
axes of figure 2 dotted in for comparison.
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